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Overview
2014 marks the third year that ACRS has been working with the 
World Retail Congress to research and compile the Global Retail 
Index report. The report provides a glimpse into current global retail 
industry sentiment and performance to assist retail leaders in their 
short-term strategic planning. 
About ACRS
ACRS specialises in retail, consumer and services oriented 

research for business, Government and not-for-profit clients. 

Located within the Department of Marketing, Monash 

Business School. ACRS has bridged industry and academia 

through a range of research and consulting services for 35 

years including proprietary research, thought leadership and 

benchmarking.

ACRS has a long history of working with clients on a diverse 

range of projects across a variety of sectors, including retailers 

(Best & Less, Coles, Myer, Kmart, kikki.K, Officeworks), 

manufactures (Hallmark, Toyota, Pacific Brands), suppliers 

(Google, PayPal, Salmat, MasterCard), and not-for-profit, 

(Brotherhood of St Laurence, Australian Red Cross). 

About the Survey Sample
An online survey of 256 global retail leaders was conducted 
over August and September in 2014. The sample composition 
is profiled below:

Respondent position.

Which of the following best describes your position?

 45% CEO, Chairman, President or Managing Director

 9% Strategy Director

 7% Commercial Director

 7% Operations/Store Director

 4% Chief Marketing Officer

 2% CFO, Finance Director

  26% Other (i.e., Supply Chain, CSR, IT)

 
Respondent location.

In which region are you personally based?

 34% Western Europe

 33% North America

 7% Australia/New Zealand

 6% China

 5% Middle East

 5% Central and Eastern Europe

 5% Central and South America

 3% Asia (except China)

 2% Africa

 2% Other

Retail formats.

Which retail format(s) does your company operate in?

 25% Online

 24% Speciality

 17% Department store

 13% Outlet store

 11% Supermarket

 10% Hypermarket

 9% Discount store

 8% Convenience (incl. Petroleum)

 8% Mass merchandiser

 6% Mail order

 5% Warehouse club

 4% Manufacturer outlet

 16% Other (i.e., Luxury, Food, Service)

 
Retail categories.

Which retail categories does your company trade in?

 31% Fashion

 20% General merchandise

 16% Health & beauty

 15% Food/Grocery

 14% Homewares

 13% Sports & toys

 12% Cafe, restaurants & takeaways

 11% Electrical

 9% Gifts/cards

 8% DIY

 8% Leisure

 5% Financial services

 5% Pharmacy

 4% Optical

 16% Other (i.e., Liquor, Automotive, Service) 
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Executive Summary
256 retail leaders were surveyed in the 2014 Global Retail Index. 
The sample comprised of retailers from around the globe and included a 
wide range of retail formats and categories. A quarter of those surveyed 
generated retail revenue in excess of US$1 billion in 2013.

A Positive View  
Ahead 
Forecast for retail sales. Expectations 
over the forward 12 month period are 
generally positive, with growth anticipated 
in the Middle East, China and Africa. 
China’s growth rate is also expected to 
be high and North America recorded a 
more positive retail sales growth outlook 
as compared to 2013.  

Asian growth focus. Asia’s population 
mass and consumer affinity for brands 
continues to drive global retail leaders’ 
perceptions of growth prospects for the 
region. As in 2013, Asian markets remain 
the key focus for international retail 
growth in 2014-2015. 

Growth drivers. The top 3 drivers for 
growth in 2014-2015 are perceived to 
be (1) understanding customer behavior, 
(2) online channel developments and (3) 
recruitment and training of people. The 
ranked importance of the recruitment 
and training of people increased from #7 
in 2013.

Cautious optimism remains. The 
2014 average perception of retail market 
optimism rates at 1.3 (on a scale from -5 
to +5), which is comparable to 2013 (1.4) 
and above 2012 (0.7). 

Opportunities ahead. Customer loyalty 
is seen as the key factor likely to impact 
retail business in the year ahead. 
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Changing Supply 
Chains 
Responsibility lies with factory 
owners. Factory owners were 
unanimously identified as the stakeholder 
responsible for the condition of workers. 
In contrast, only 13% of retail leaders 
perceived retailers as having the greatest 
responsibility for the  condition of workers. 

New confidence in compliance 
standards. Retail leaders who engage 
in the production of goods are more 
confident in the factories producing their 
goods to meet compliance standards 
now, as opposed to recent years.  

Increased spend on welfare/
education in emerging markets. A 
large proportion of retailers engaged 
in manufacturing products in emerging 
markets expect to increase their spend 
on welfare/education programs in these 
markets.  

Increased levels of local sourcing. 
Retail leaders desire to increase the 
level of locally sourced products back to 
domestic markets. 

Connecting with 
Consumers
Price and value are seen as the 
key factors that motivate today’s 
consumer. Convenience rates as a 
close third in perceived importance.  

Social media and peer-to-peer 
recommendations are seen as the 
main influencers of consumers today. 
However, above-the-line advertising 
remains a strong medium, with 
almost a quarter (24%) of retail leaders 
indicating it influences consumers the 
most. 

Physical retail space remains the 
most important channel in driving 
consumers to shop with a retailer.

However, stores are most at risk 
of losing sales. For the 2014 to 2016 
period, 17% of retail leaders expect 
store sales to decrease. This is up 
from only 7% expecting a decrease 
over the 2013 to 2015 period.
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Retail Revenue

2013 revenue. A wide distribution of retail turnover exists 
among the organisations surveyed. A quarter of retail leaders 
report 2013 turnover in excess of US$1 billion (compared 
to only 7% in 2013). Compared to 2013, fewer retail leaders  
declined to answer these questions (12% in 2014, compared 
to 28% in 2013). 

Retail sales in next 12 months. Expectations of the next 12 
months indicate positive change in retail sales. The Middle East, 
China and Africa dominated this expected growth. However, a 
large proportion (13%) expect China’s growth rate to exceed 
+40% in the next 12 month period. Growth rates in Asia (excl. 
China) are expected to be stable in the next 12 months, with 
44% of retail leaders expecting no change in retail sales for the 
year ahead. 

In North America, more positive retail sales growth is expected 
in 2014 compared to 2013. More then two thirds (69%) of retail 
leaders expect an increase in the year ahead (compared with 
60% in 2013). However, many expected retail growth to range 
between 1% to 10%. 

Question: How do you expect total retail sales in each region you operate within to change (in real terms) in the next 12 months?
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Retail revenue increases are expected in most markets. The 
Middle East and China lead these expectations, with 89% 
and 88% of retail leaders respectively expecting retail sales 
to increase in these regions in the next 12 months.

Question: Roughly how much revenue ($US) did your 
organisation turnover in 2013?

Central & South America were expected to continue moderate 
growth in the next 12 months. While 68% expect retail sales 
to increase, 38% expect this growth to be in the range of 1% 
to 10% while 16% expect this growth to range between 11% 
to 20%.
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Growth Prospects
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Retail leaders are cautiously optimistic regarding the global 
retail market in the year ahead. Optimism remains above 
2012 levels, and is stable compared to 2013. 

Western Europe continues to rate as the worst growth 
prospect. Although Western Europe slipped from #3 to #8 on 
the top 10 prospects for retail growth, the proportion of retail 
leaders expecting it to offer the worst prospects for growth in 
the year ahead decreased from 52% to 33%. 

While Western Europe remains an unattractive growth 
prospect overall, this is consistent with the past 3 years and 
not surprising given the continued economic uncertainty and 
strain in the region.

Question: Which region do you expect to offer the best prospects for future growth?

Question: Which region do you expect to offer the worst prospects for future growth?

Retail Market Optimism
Moderate optimism. Optimism is measured on a scale from 
-5 (very pessimistic) to +5 (very optimistic), with 0 the neutral 
point. The overall 2014 retail market optimism is 1.3, which 
is comparable to 2013 (1.4) and above 2012 (0.7). Regional 
differences exist, with retail leaders in Western Europe slightly 
more optimistic in 2014 (1.1) compared to 2013 (0.8). In addition, 
perceived optimism in Australia/New Zealand increased 
considerably from 2013 (0.3) to 2014 (1.3).

Asia remains the focus for international growth. 
Asia’s population mass and consumer affinity for brands 
continues to drive global retail leader perceptions of growth 
prospects for the region. As in 2013, Asian markets remain 
the key focus for international retail growth in 2014-2015. 
Asian markets are perceived as being relatively open and 
favouring internationalisation of retailing. This result mirrors 
those of the Global Retail Index of the past 3 years. Notable 
differences in 2014 include an increased attractiveness of 
North America, Central and South America and Africa. In 
2014, Western Europe slipped to #8 (from #3) on the top 10 
prospects for retail growth. 
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Growth Prospects

Growth Drivers
In 2014, retail leaders view understanding 
customer behavior, online channel 
developments and recruitment and 
training of people as the three top 
factors driving future company growth.

 -  Understanding consumer behavior 
had ranked as the #3 priority for 
driving future growth in 2012 and 
2013, moving to #1 in 2014.

 -  Developing the online channel 
remains a top 3 priority in 2014, 
being 1st and 2nd priorities in 2013 
and 2012 respectively.

 -  Recruitment and training of people 
increased in importance in 2014, 
from #7 in 2013.

Comparisons to 2013. There are 
several points to note in comparing 
results to the 2013 Global Retail Index. 
First,  developing the mobile channel 

dropped in importance in 2014, from #6 
in 2013 to #11. Second, environmental 
sustainability remains low on the 
agenda as a factor for driving company 

Understanding consumer behavior is the main future focus

7

Question: Which of the following factors do you see as priorities for your future company growth?

growth. Third, improving margins/yields 
has increased from #10 in 2013 to #5 in 
2014. 



Consumer Insights

Consumer Motivations
Price, value and convenience. Retail leaders were 
asked to indicate in one word, what they believe motivates 
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Global sentiment regarding overall consumer confidence 
decreased from a cautiously optimistic level in 2013 (1.5) to a 
more neutral level in 2015 (0.9).

Question: In one word, what do you believe motivates consumers today?

Consumer Sentiment 
Perceptions of consumer sentiment are measured on a scale 
from -5 (very pessimistic) to +5 (very optimistic), with 0 the 
neutral point. Cautious levels of consumer sentiment remain 
in 2014. The global average for consumer sentiment in 2014 

was 0.9, slightly above neutral. While this figure is above that from 
2012 (0.6), it dropped slightly from 2013 (1.2). Regional differences 
were identified, with increases found in Asia (2.0), Australia/New 
Zealand (0.6) and Western Europe (0.3) in 2014.

Question: How would you rate overall consumer confidence in your region(s)? where -5 = very pesimistic and +5 = very 
optimistic. Note: Countries with a small sample base are excluded. 

consumers today. Among a wide range of motivations, price and 
value were most commonly noted, followed by convenience. 
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Consumer Insights

Influencing Consumers in the 
Digital Age
 
Social media and peer-to-peer recommendations. 
Retail leaders were asked which advertising media influences 
consumers most. More then half (54%) indicated social 
media/peer-to-peer recommendations as the main influence 
for consumers. Above the line advertising remains a strong 
medium, with almost a quarter (24%) of retail leaders indicating 
it influences consumers the most. 

Predicting consumer spending habits. Compared to 
12-months ago, most retail leaders (52%) believe that it is harder 

In today’s digital age, the vast majority of retail leaders believe 
consumers are influenced most by social media and peer-
to-peer recommendations.

Questions: Do you feel more or less in the spotlight in today’s age of instant viral feedback consumers today? Do you think 
consumer spending habits are become harder or easier to predict today, compared to 12-months ago?

Question: In your opinion, what advertising influences consumers the most?

to predict consumer spending habits today. This reinforces the 
notion that consumers have increasingly complex demands 
of retailers. However, retailers have adopted more advanced 
methods of understanding and predicting consumer behavior, 
including big data analytics. A small proportion of retail leaders 
(9%) are finding it easier to predict consumer spending habits 
today, compared to 12 months ago. 

Consumer feedback. Social media allows consumers to 
post about product and service experiences in real time. As a 
result, most retail leaders (57%) feel their retail brand(s) is more 
in the spotlight today. Only 4% of retail leaders feel less in the 
spotlight in the age of instant viral feedback. 



Channel Insights

Relative Channel Role
Current channel perceptions. Physical stores remain the 
most important channel in assisting consumers to shop with 
a retailer, although the relative importance of stores increased 
slightly in 2014, with 73% of retail leaders rating the store as 
‘important’. This compares to 68% in 2013 rating the store as 
an important channel. The proportion of retail leaders rating 
social media channels as important continued to increase in 
2014, up from 28% in 2012 and 33% in 2013 to 45% in 2014. 
In-store kiosks remain the least important channel in assisting 
consumers to shop with a retailer, with 37% of retail leaders 
rating kiosks as unimportant. 

The most important channels in 2014 are the physical store and 
online. These two channels account for the largest proportion of 
revenue on average, with 68% and 16% of revenue generated 
through each channel respectively.  Mobile (3%), social (2%) and 
kiosk (1%) channels represent small proportions of retail revenue.
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Question: How important are each of the following channels in terms of assisting consumers in shopping with your brand?

Question: How has this importance changed over the past 12 months?

Future channel expectations. When asked to rate the 
level of importance of each channel in 2014 compared to 
2013, more then two-thirds (67%) of those surveyed report 
the online channel as more important. More than half of retail 
leaders perceived mobile (63%) and social (62%) channels 
as having increased in importance in 2014 as compared to 
2013.



Channel Insights

Retail Sales by Channel
 
Past 12 months. The chart above shows the change in retail 
sales by channel over the past 12 months. The online channel 
has seen the largest increase over the past 12 months, with 
63% of retail leaders reporting an increase in sales during the 
period. Store and mobile received similar increases, with 43% 
and 41% of retail leaders respectively reporting increases over 
the period. However, 17% of retail leaders reported decreases 
in store sales over the period.

 
Anticipated changes. The chart below shows expected sales 
by channel over the next 24 months. Over the next 24 months, 
online, mobile and social are seen as key growth channels. 
Online channel sales are expected to increase the most over 
the next 2 years, with 80% of retail leaders anticipating growth. 
Mobile and social sales are also expected to grow, with 69% 
and 56% of retail leaders respectively anticipating an increase.  
For the 2014 to 2016 period, 17% of retail leaders expect 
store sales to decrease, which is up from only 7% expecting a 
decrease over the 2013 to 2015 period.
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Question: Thinking about the past 12 months, how has your company’s sales from each channel changed?

Question: Thinking about the next 2 years, how do you expect your company’s sales from each channel to change?
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Supply Chain Insights
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Question:  In your opinion, who has the greatest responsibility for the condition of workers producing your goods? where 100 = 
greatest reponsibility. 

Supply Chain Responsibility
Retail leaders were asked who they perceive has the greatest 
responsibility for the condition of workers producing their 
goods (above chart). Factory owners were unanimously 
identified as the stakeholder responsible for the condition 
of workers, with two-thirds (67%) of retail leaders identifying 
this group as having the greatest responsibility. National 
government and retailers were identified as having a similar 
role, with 13% of retail leaders identifying these stakeholders 
as having the greatest responsibility. Only 2% of retail leaders 
identified sourcing agents as having the greatest responsibility. 

Confidence in meeting compliance standards. Retail 
leaders who engage in the production of goods are more 
confident in the factories producing their goods in meeting 
compliance standards. A high proportion (48%) of retail 

Questions: Do you have more or less confidence in the factories that produce your goods in meeting your standards of compliance? 
In recent years, has your company changed its spend on social welfare/education programmes in emerging market countries 
where you source? Are you considering an increase in the level of locally sourced products in your domestic market?

leaders are more confident now, compared to recent years 
and only 15% are less confident.   

Spend on welfare/education in emerging markets. 
The majority (54%) of those retail leaders that engage 
in manufacturing products in emerging markets have 
maintained their level of spend on welfare/education 
programs in these markets. However, a large proportion 
(40%) have increased their spend on such programs.  

Levels of local sourcing. There is a desire to increase the 
level of locally sourced products back to domestic markets, 
with 58% of retail leaders indicating they are considering 
an increase. This compares to 8% that are considering 
decreasing current levels of locally sourced products.
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Next 12 Months
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Consistent with the 2013 results the top three opportunities 
for retailers are customer loyalty, online channel growth and 
product development.

Opportunities & Challenges
Opportunities. Consistent with past results, retail leaders see 
customer loyalty as the greatest opportunity for their business 
over the next 12 months. Expansion (local/international) 
decreased in importance from 2013 (#4) and 2012 (#3) to rank 
#9 in 2014. 

Challenges. Changes to consumer spending were the main 
challenge in 2013, and remain prominent in 2014 and over the 
next 12 months. In addition to changes to consumer spending, 
economic instability remains a consistent challenge among 
retail leaders. Both issues rated as the top two challenges over 
2012 to 2014.

Question:  To what degree are the following factors likely to impact your company in the next 12 months? where 1 = no impact and 
7 = strong impact.



On behalf of World Retail 
Congress and ACRS, thank 
you to all retail leaders who 
participated in the 2014 
Global Retail Index.
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